
ENGAGEMENT RING GUIDE



Engagement rings have a magic 
all of their own, they are such a 

precious symbol of love. Whether 
you’re just engaged or planning 
to propose, we’ve created the 

ultimate Engagement Ring Guide 
with everything you need to help 
you choose the perfect ring. An 
engagement ring is more than a 
piece of jewellery, it’s something 

precious that will mark this 
moment forever.

Love Chupi x



1.
SET YOUR BUDGET

Money doesn’t make magic. Set your 
budget for the ring and stick to it. It’s 
easy to get caught up in old traditions 

when buying a ring, but it’s the love that 
goes into choosing the ring that really 

counts. There’s no rule on how much you 
should spend on an engagement ring 

other than that you should spend what 
feels comfortable for you. The prices of 
our engagement rings range from the 
hundreds to the thousands so you are 
sure to find a ring to suit your budget! 





 2 . 1
CHOOSE YOUR METAL

We make all of our rings in 14k gold, 
it’s the perfect balance of beauty, 

durability and budget. Whether you 
love gold, white gold or rose gold, 

every piece is solid gold hallmarked 
in Dublin Castle. We also make 

pieces in 18k gold, Platinum and 
other precious metals. 



 2 . 2
KARAT

The main difference between 14k and 
18k is in the amount of pure gold in 

the piece, which is measured in karat. 
Gold is a soft metal by itself and would 

wear away with daily use so we add 
another metal to gold called an alloy 
to strengthen it and make it possible 
to create an heirloom piece. 18k gold 

has more pure gold in it but is softer so 
wears more easily along with being more 

expensive. 14k gold has less pure gold 
in it so is harder and stronger. We would 

always recommend 14k gold for the 
perfect balance of beauty and function.



 2 . 3
SOLID GOLD MEANS FOREVER

Your engagement ring is a future heirloom, 
something your great-great-granddaughter 

will hopefully wear one day. We would 
recommend ordering your engagement 
ring in solid gold as your ring should be 

made to withstand all of the knocks that 
our busy lives will throw at it. Whilst the 
investment is greater than buying a gold 

plated or silver ring, we are always thinking 
about the future with an engagement ring; 
not just a year down the road, but 20 and 

even 50 years ahead. However, we do make 
silver and gold plated promise rings which 
are lovely placeholders whilst you choose 
your forever ring. Solid gold is remarkably 

robust, we have all seen our grandmother’s 
rings, still perfect after a lifetime’s wear. 





3. 1
SELECTING THE STONE

Our engagement rings come in a 
selection of sparkling gemstones from 

Grey Diamonds to blush pink Morganites. 
The traditional stone is a Classic 

Diamond, but it doesn’t have to be a 
Diamond ring to be an engagement ring. 
Many people get caught up in the phrase 

‘a diamond is forever’, but we would 
always say choose the one you love the 
best. Gemstones such as Morganites, 

Emeralds and Moonstones have become 
very popular for engagement rings and 

we have some beautiful gems cut just for 
us. We also specialise in Grey Diamonds, 
each one has its own special pattern of 

inclusions making them truly unique. You 
are sure to find a gemstone to suit your 

loved ones’ style.



3. 2
MOHS SCALE/DURABILITY

Knowing how durable a gemstone is will 
help you to determine how to wear it 
and how to care for it. The Mohs scale 
ranks gemstone hardness on a scale of 

1 (softest) to 10 (hardest). The Mohs 
hardness of a mineral is determined 
by observing whether its surface is 

scratched by a substance of known or 
defined hardness.



TOURMALINE
(MOHS SCALE: 7 / 7.5)

Tourmaline is a dark coloured stone with deep pink to 
red colours. Stones made with tourmaline are utterly 

unique, their deep ruby colour sets them on fire! 

MOONSTONE
(MOHS SCALE: 6 / 6.5)

The gem bears its name from its blue colour which 
reflects a silvery play of tones that appear like phases 

of the moon when light shines on it. 



CITRINE 
(MOHS SCALE: 7)

Citrine is the golden variety of quartz. Its attractive 
colour, plus the durability and affordability it shares 

with most other quartz stones, makes it the top 
selling golden gem. 

PRASIOLITE 
(MOHS SCALE: 7)

The prasiolite gemstone has a beautiful soft green 
glow to it. Allowing light to pass through it, prasiolite 

is a semi-transparent stone when compared to 
darker green stones such as emerald. 



EMERALD 
(MOHS SCALE: 7.5 / 8)

Emeralds are all about their vibrant green colour. 
An Emerald is a classic choice for an engagement ring as 
they contain many exciting inclusions, or rather beautiful 

imperfections which make each stone truly one-of-a-kind. 

RUSSIAN EMERALD
(MOHS SCALE: 7.5 / 8)

Russian Emeralds are known for their excellent colour 
and crystal clarity. These gemstones are an unusual 

green colour with many glittering inclusions and lines 
which make each stone wonderfully unique. 



MORGANITE 
(MOHS SCALE: 7.5 / 8)

Morganite is a beautiful blush pink gemstone from the 
Beryl family which includes Emerald and Aquamarine. 

Morganites make for a gorgeous alternative to a 
traditional diamond in an engagement ring with their 

champagne sparkle.

RUBY
(MOHS SCALE: 9)

Ruby is the gemstone of queens, a rich warm red with 
a fiery glow within. Rubies glow an with intense colour 
and have long been associated with love, the perfect 
gemstone for an engagement ring or wedding band. 



AQUAMARINE 
(MOHS SCALE: 7.5 / 8)

Aquamarine is a sparkling, light blue coloured 
gemstone. Aquamarine is 7.5-8 on the Mohs scale, 

which means that it has a high level of toughness and 
this generally protects it from scratches.

SWISS BLUE TOPAZ
(MOHS SCALE: 8)

Flawless by nature, Swiss Blue Topaz is a natural 
beauty. Swiss blue is an intense blue colour range 
that is described as vivid, electric or super blue. 

Topaz is one of the hardest of all gemstones.



GREY DIAMONDS
(MOHS SCALE: 10)

Diamonds come in every colour, from bright 
sparkling white to the deepest darkest black with 

so many beautiful Grey Diamonds in between. 

We adore Grey Diamonds, also known as Salt & 
Pepper Diamonds, as their glittering inclusions and 

colour sets them apart. 

A Grey Diamond is the perfect choice if you want 
a bespoke ring, as each diamond is utterly unique 
due to its individual markings, you will truly have a 

one in a million gemstone. 

We curate our Grey Diamonds into both light and 
dark gemstones, and mark them on a scale from 
frosted to stormy; frosted meaning white, fiery 
meaning sparkly and stormy meaning the darker 

diamonds with many glittering inclusions. 

These unique diamonds provide the additional chic 
touch of personalisation that can be missed in 

conventional engagement rings without breaking 
the bank.



THE CHUPI GREY DIAMOND COLOUR SCALE

FROSTED

FIERY

STORMY



BLACK DIAMOND
(MOHS SCALE: 10)

Black Diamonds are the perfect statement gemstone, their 
jet black appearance appears other worldly and contrasts 

beautifully with our warm solid gold bands. Black diamonds 
are a natural diamond that is heat treated to enhance their 

dark and mysterious appearance.

CLASSIC DIAMOND
(MOHS SCALE: 10)

With the Classic Diamond grading system, colour 
actually refers to the lack of colour. The best possible 

colour you can get for a Diamond is D, which is 
completely colourless. The scale goes from D-Z. 





3. 3
THE FOUR C’S

Determining the quality of a gemstone 
involves what jewellers refer to as the 

“four c’s”; Cut, Carat, Clarity and Colour.

1. Cut
The cut refers to the design of the stone, 
such as round or oval. Each cut sparkles 
in its own way and this is an important 

factor as it determines the shape of the 
stone you want to go for. 

2. Colour 
This refers to the colour of the stone. 
With Grey Diamonds, Morganites & 

Rubies you want a colourful stone, but 
with White or Classic Diamonds you want 

a completely colourless stone. 



3. 3
THE FOUR C’S

3. Clarity
Clarity refers to the number of amazing 

inclusions in a gemstone. With Grey 
Diamonds we look for the most beautiful 

inclusions, like a scattering of stars 
sparkling in the night sky, but with 

White or Classic Diamonds we look 
for no inclusions. Morganites are clear 
whilst other stones like Moonstone or 
Tourmaline have the most beautiful, 

exciting inclusions.

4. Carat
Carat is a measurement of weight, 

not love. It is simply what the precious 
stone weighs in metric carats which are a 
unit of measurement like kilos or pounds.





3. 4
SHAPE OF THE STONE

The cut refers to the appearance of 
the stone and is essentially the overall 
geometry or form of the gemstone. 

ROUND CUT

The round cut is the most popular shape of 
gemstone and is a classic, timeless style for an 

engagement ring. Round cuts are often superior 
to more intricate shapes because they allow for 

proper reflection of light.



TRILLION CUT

Trillions are triangle shaped stones and can be 
categorised as curved or uncurved. This is a 

brilliantly eye-catching stone that stands out 
from all the rest. 

OVAL CUT

An oval cut has a classic appearance with 
a modern twist. An elegant and unique 
cut, it suits nearly every metal and style 

of ring. This cut also has the advantage of 
accentuating long, slender fingers.



ROSE CUT

The rose cut got its name from its blooming 
appearance, with each facet resembling a 

petal within a rose. This cut creates a unique 
centrepiece stone in engagement rings. 

PEAR CUT

Also known as the teardrop cut, the pear cut 
has one pointed end and one rounded end. 

This slender shape can give fingers and hands 
a slimmer appearance while creating a soft and 

delicate look.



MARQUISE CUT

The sophisticated and elegant Marquise cut 
has a lot of sparkle. The unique shape of this 
gemstone creates the effect of long, more 

slender hands & fingers. 

BAGUETTE CUT

The baguette cut was named for its long, 
slender shape, just like a baguette! The 

sophisticated shape and design of this cut 
makes for a beautiful, eye-catching stone.





 4.
SELECTING THE STYLE OF RING

When thinking about what ring you
should go for, think about your partner’s
style, what pieces they already own and
the colour of metal they usually wear.
Your partner’s hobbies and interests

should influence the choice of ring, for
instance, if your partner enjoys physical
activities, make sure the ring is durable
to withstand wear and tear. Does your

partner usually wear silver metals, or do
they prefer warmer yellow and rose gold
tones? We would always advise to match

the engagement ring to the colour of
their favourite piece of jewellery such as

a beloved necklace.



ONE IN A TRILLION

One in a Trillion is a truly special ring, a 
centre sparkling oval gemstone flanked 
by two tiny trillions telling the story of 
love, a magic moment in a trillion that 

made it all worthwhile. 

Available in: Aquamarine, Black Diamond, Emerald, Grey Diamond, 
Moonstone, Morganite, Prasiolite, Russian Emerald, or Tourmaline. 



YOU ME & MAGIC

An heirloom piece, a sparkling solitaire 
gemstone sits flanked by two tiny gems 

atop one of our signature rings. 

Available in: Black Diamond, Classic Diamond, Grey Diamond, 
Morganite, Prasiolite or Swiss Blue Topaz.



SPARKLE IN THE WILD

A glittering gemstone sparkles like 
summer sunlight. This gem is set in a 

classic solitaire setting atop one of our 
signature twig rings in a claw setting to 

set it on fire.

Available in: Aquamarine, Black Diamond, Classic Diamond, 
Grey Diamond, Morganite or Prasiolite.



DROP IN THE WILD 

Like a drop of sunlight catching the early 
morning dew in the hedgerows, this four 

carat gemstone is set in a claw setting 
atop one of our signature twig rings. 

Available in: Citrine, Morganite or Prasiolite.



 CROWN OF LOVE

A crown of tiny gemstones glitters 
like starlight, creating a perfect 

crown of love. This ring is the perfect 
addition to your ring stack to mark a 

precious moment. 

Available in:  Classic Diamond, Grey Diamond, 
Moonstone or Ruby.



BORN UNDER A LUCKY STAR

A sparkling gemstone marks the month 
you were born, a lucky star shining 

brightly over everything you do. Chupi 
has caught one on these tiny stars to 

sparkle just for you held in 14k solid gold. 

Available in: Amethyst, Aquamarine, Citrine, Diamond, 
Emerald, Garnet, Moonstone, Morganite, Prasiolite, Ruby, 

Sapphire or Tanzanite.



HOPE & MAGIC

Two sparkling gemstones are made 
of hope and filled with magic, these 

sparkling gems will remind you to 
remember why you started and that 

everything you want is waiting for you.

Available in: Classic Diamonds, Grey Diamonds or Moonstone.



5.
FINDING THE PERFECT FIT

We understand that knowing the 
exact ring size of your loved one can be 

challenging! Therefore all of our rings can 
be resized if ordered in the incorrect size. 

If you are unsure of the size, you are better 
to go slightly bigger than smaller. We can 

occasionally assist in estimating the ring size 
through other means (like photographs), 

or you could consider these tactics:



 1 .
‘Borrow’ a ring that they wear on their 
ring finger or a similar sized finger and 
bring it to our store, a local jeweller or 

send it to us to be sized.

2 .
Trace the inside of a ring they wear on 
a similar finger on a piece of paper and 
bring it to our store, a local jeweller or 

send it to us to be sized.

3.
Ask one of their closest friends.

4.
And if all else fails, our ring sizers 

are available to order with the price 
redeemable against any Chupi ring.





 6.
TIMELINE OF YOUR RING

Every piece we make is made with 
love in Ireland, this means we make 

a ring that is truly yours. For this 
reason, our turnaround time is 

usually 4-6 weeks. We understand 
that sometimes you need a ring 

more urgently so we carry a 
selection of rings ready to wear in 
our store and online, available at a 

moments notice. If you call or email 
us we can let you know what rings 

we have available immediately.  



YOU PLACE 
YOUR ORDER

YOUR RING IS MADE 
JUST FOR YOU

YOUR RING IS SET WITH 
YOUR GEMSTONES

YOUR RING GOES TO DUBLIN 
CASTLE TO BE HALLMARKED

YOUR RING IS READY 
TO WEAR & LOVE

Chupi Bespoke engagement 
Ring timeline:



7.
THE PROMISE RING

If you’re completely unsure of what ring to 
choose and don’t want to propose empty 
handed, a promise ring is just as special. 

A token, proposal or promise ring is a 
symbolic ring that you pop the question with, 

so you can pick out the main engagement 
ring together afterwards. The advantage of 
this is that you find the perfect ring in the 

perfect size that your partner loves!



FORGET ME KNOT RING

Tie a knot in delicate gold, a sparkling reminder 
to never forget something special. Whether that 
something special is someone who makes your 
heart skip a beat, a significant date or occasion 

you always want to remember. 

YOU ARE MY HEART RING

This darling gold ring is inspired by those 
wonderful lines by E.E. Cummings “You are 
my sun, my moon and all my stars”. A tiny 
heart reminds you of the one you love.



MY HEART IS OPEN RING

Delicate gold outlines an open heart on 
your finger, whether the heart contains 
someone you love or is waiting for the 

perfect someone is up to you. 

LOST WITHOUT YOU RING

For moments when we feel lost, this 
sparking star set with a tiny diamond is the 
perfect compass to guide you on your path 

towards exactly where you need to be. 



 8.
SOURCING OF DIAMONDS 

AND METALS

We don’t use conflict diamonds. 
We work with industry leading standards 
such as the Kimberley Process, which 

monitors diamonds from mine to market 
in partnership with the United Nations, 
governments, and non-governmental 
organisations, and manages diamond 

exports to stop the trade of illegal 
diamonds. We continue to source and 
work with the best dealers across the 

world to ensure we get the best conflict 
free diamonds. Each ring we make is 

produced in Ireland with recycled gold 
and conflict-free diamonds so you can 

rest assured that your purchase is
 ‘Made with love for the one you love.’  





 9.
PERFECT PACKAGING

When you buy your Chupi piece we want 
you to love your jewellery as much as 
we do. Your engagement ring will be 

beautifully presented in our luxurious pink 
Chupi jewellery ring box held within our 

blush pink Chupi bag. Each box and bag is 
hand-tied with our signature pink ribbon 

presenting your ring perfectly. 



Our gift boxes are beautifully made 
and will always be a wonderful 

keepsake. Our luxurious packaging 
helps create that special moment 
when you open and receive your 
Chupi piece. Included with every 
piece is a tiny booklet which tells 
the story of where your jewellery 

was made; from the wilds of Ireland 
through the hands of our skilled 

goldsmiths to becoming a piece that 
marks a magical moment for you. 



10.
MADE IN IRELAND, 

LOVED EVERYWHERE 

We want to make this special moment 
magic. Chupi’s Precious Collection of 
engagement and wedding rings are 

designed to mark one of the most special 
moments in your life. Made with love in 
Ireland to last a lifetime, these future 

heirlooms have a magic all of their own. 
Each one of our pieces tells a unique story. 

Our jewellery is more than a piece, it’s 
something precious that you will always have 

as a symbol of those special moments. We 
know that picking the perfect engagement 
ring can seem like an extremely daunting 

experience so our talented team are here to 
make sure the process is as enjoyable and 

exciting as possible!





 
OUR STORE

Chupi, 
Top Floor, 

Powerscourt Townhouse, 
South William St., 

Dublin 2, 
Ireland

00 353 (0)1 555 4644 

OUR STUDIO

00 353 (0)1 551 0352
care@chupi.com

WWW.Chupi.Com


